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SCHMOOZING!
Nathan Seto

BCIT Student

Tourism Management

On September 19th, MPI British Columbia Chapter hosted its very first event to kick off the year. 

The event was hosted in the beautiful Sutton Place Hotel Vancouver and had attendees 

swooning over the beautiful ice sculptures and guest presentations. 

The night started off with a presentation by one of Canada’s top networking experts, Gayle 

Hallgren-Rezac, who showed us how to refresh our network. Gayle gave great tips on how to 

put your best foot forward and how to get the most out of your networking opportunities. 

The night then followed with rejuvenation of our minds and souls with Lululemon’s Erin Lewky 

who lead us in an Energizing Meditation session. Erin showed us how important it was to not 

only keep your physical state healthy, but also how important your mental state is. 

Not only did members get the re-ignite their membership, many re-ignited their sense of 

community within the industry. Mingling with students, industry leaders, planners, and 

suppliers, was a great reminder of why we do what we do. 

As a student, coming to this event was a bit frightening for me as I’ve never been to a 

networking event yet alone. I was pleasantly surprised at how friendly everyone was and how 

open they were to talking us students. When joining MPI as part of the MPI BCIT, I would have 

never imaged such a rich experience, and I am so glad I got this chance to meet with those in 

the MPI British Columbia Chapter. 

To those who are on the fence about going to future events, I say take the leap and go for it. 

There are so many great people you meet and so many opportunities. I look forward to the next 

event and meeting more amazing people. 

How the September Schmooze Refreshed, Re-Ignited, 
and Rejuvenated our members!
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Stay up to date on MPI 
BC Blog Posts HERE!

http://www.mpibc.org/britishcolumbiachapter/communityresources/communityblogs/blogs


Victoria is home to some of the best beer in Canada. Join us to see how some of it's made at 

Vancouver Island Brewing's newly re-branded space, followed by a presentation on our liquor 

liability responsibilities so we can all keep our event guests safe. Transportation will be 

provided from downtown Victoria. 

October Brewery Tours in Victoria
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November Learning Series: Professional Brand Development

UPCOMING 
EVENTS

Ever hear the expression 'first impressions are everything'? Do you wonder what your online 

LinkedIn & Twitter profiles really say about you? How outdated is your head-shot? Come 

and learn some tricks to help you put your best foot forward and present both yourself and 

your company in a professional and uniquely you way. 

More details to come. Save the Date!  Start Time & End Time to be confirmed.

Thursday, November 16th 2017

Visit our website for more 
details HERE!Register HERE!

http://www.mpibc.org/events/eventdescription?CalendarEventKey=96019a76-35aa-49dd-bd49-4fc8fdcf21f5&CommunityKey=10f8236e-dec6-4bf5-9510-79358171b01d&Home=%2fhome
https://www.eply.com/MPIBC2017OctoberLearningSeries2075404


HURRICANE 
IRMA

CNBC

Hurricane Irma's path of destruction up Florida's Gulf Coast on Sunday threatens to disrupt a 

thriving state tourism industry worth more than $100 billion annually just months ahead of the 

busy winter travel season. 

Some of the state's biggest attractions have announced temporary closures, including 

amusement park giants Walt Disney World's Magic Kingdom, Universal Studios, Legoland, and 

Sea World, which all planned to close through Monday. 

About 20 cruise lines have Miami as a home port or a port of call, according to the PortMiami 

website, and many have had to move ships out of the area and revise schedules. 

Carnival Cruise Lines and Royal Caribbean have canceled and revised several sailings as a result 

of the storm and have offered credits and waivers on trips where passengers are unable to 

travel.

Hurricane Irma threatens Florida's bustling tourism industry 
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A Carnival spokesman said the situation in 

Florida on Sunday was still not clear enough to 

fully assess how widespread the effects will be. 

"We will know more in the hours ahead since the 

hurricane is active in Florida right now," 

spokesman Roger Frizzell said. 

Irma made a second Florida landfall on Sunday 

on southwestern Marco Island as a Category 3 

storm bringing winds of 115 miles per hour (185 

kph) and life-threatening sea surge.



Disney canceled the Monday sailing of one of its cruise ships and said it is assessing future 

sailings, which stop throughout the Caribbean and in the Bahamas. 

Florida is one of the world's top tourism destinations. Last year nearly 113 million people visited 

the state, a new record, and spent $109 billion, state officials said earlier this year. The first half 

of 2017 was on track to beat that record pace, officials said. 

The damage Irma's winds and storm surge do to Florida's 660 miles (1,060 km) of beaches and 

the structures built along them during more than 30 years of explosive population growth will 

be critical to how quickly the state's No. 1 industry recovers. The Gulf beaches west of St. 

Petersburg and Clearwater, are squarely in the storm's path. 

In 2016, more than 6.3 million people visited Pinellas County, which encompasses those cities, 

and generated more $9.7 billion in economic activity.  

Up and down the wide, sandy beaches of Pinellas County are traditional "old Florida" water- 

front hotels such as the Don Cesar, a coral pink 1920s hotel on St. Pete Beach, which was closed 

by the storm. There are also modern high-rises and resorts that are part of the nation's biggest 

chains and brands including Hyatt Hotels, Marriott International, Intercontinental Hotels Group, 

Hilton Hotels & Resorts, and Ritz-Carlton Hotel. 

The low-lying barrier islands would be inundated if Irma's storm surge reaches forecast heights 

of as high as 15 feet (4.6 meters). 

While some newer structures in the area are built on elevated pilings, many older homes and 

businesses are not. 
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Visit Article 
 HERE!

https://www.cnbc.com/2017/09/11/hurricane-irma-threatens-floridas-bustling-tourism-industry.html


AIR BNB IN 
VANCOUVER

Sunny Dhillon

The Globe and Mail

Vancouver tourism officials are floating the idea of extending a tax on hotel rooms to include 

suites rented through the website Airbnb. 

The debate about whether to tax the popular service comes as cities in Canada and elsewhere 

struggle to regulate Airbnb, Uber and other online businesses that allow regular people to rent 

out their rooms or cars for a fee. Quebec recently announced plans to become the first province 

to tax and regulate Airbnb. Several American jurisdictions have already done so. 

Ty Speer, Tourism Vancouver's president and chief executive officer, cautioned Wednesday no 

plan is imminent. However, Mr. Speer added that hotels contribute to the tourism sector 

through the hotel tax and "we would expect for there to be something coming into the mix 

from Airbnb." 

"We've met with Airbnb and we've had discussions with them about the best way for us to sort 

of work together," he said in an interview. "The openness is there and the willingness is there, 

it's just a matter of making sure that all of the issues that are important to the city, all of the 

issues that are important to Airbnb, surface and we find a way forward."

Tourism Vancouver considering extending 
hotel tax to Airbnb suites 
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Homeowner Tom Haberstroh, who 
rents out his Vancouver basement 
on Airbnb, says he wouldn’t 
object to a tax on Airbnb units.



Mr. Speer said it's too early to tell exactly how the tax would apply to Airbnb and what the rate 

would be. The tax on Vancouver's hotel rooms increased on Sept. 1, from 2 per cent to 3 per 

cent, following a request to the province from Tourism Vancouver. 

Mr. Speer said money collected through a tax on Airbnb suites would be used to promote 

tourism into Vancouver, in keeping with his organization's mandate. 

But Karen Sawatzky, an urban studies master's student at Simon Fraser University who earlier 

this year released a report on Airbnb's impact on this city's tight rental market, called Tourism 

Vancouver's idea "backwards." 

Ms. Sawatzky – who found the number of Airbnb units for rent in Vancouver increased by 17 per 

cent between January and July – said there are better uses for money collected from Airbnb 

than tourism. 

"If they're going to tax it, I think some of the money should go towards offsetting the impact 

that Airbnb is having on the rental housing market," she said in an interview. 
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A city spokesperson, in a statement, said it 

is in the early stages of reviewing short-

term rental accommodation and its 

potential impacts. The spokesperson said 

the review includes analyzing actions 

taken by other cities and collaborating 

with Tourism Vancouver. 

A spokesperson with the B.C. Ministry of 

Finance said working with Airbnb to 

streamline tax collection on behalf of 

hosts is one option the province may 

consider in the future. 

Peter Huntingford, an Airbnb spokesman, 

said in an e-mail it has more than 6,000 

listings in Vancouver. Mr. Speer said there 

are about 14,000 hotel rooms.



Mr. Huntingford said Airbnb first began collecting taxes on its units in Portland and San 

Francisco, and has since begun similar programs in Paris, Amsterdam, Chicago and 

Washington, among others. The taxes are collected from guests at the time of booking. 

"Even with our team, figuring out how the different tax rules apply can be a challenge, so we're 

moving forward quickly, but carefully," Mr. Huntingford wrote. 

"This isn't a matter of merely flipping a switch and it takes time, but we're committed to 

expanding this program." 

Tom Haberstroh, who has rented out his Vancouver basement suite through Airbnb since May 

of last year, said he had about 80 guests the first year. Although there have been horror stories 

about guests trashing suites, Mr. Haberstroh said he has not had any issues to date. 

He said he would not object to a tax on Airbnb units. 

"I think it will have zero effect on us, only because it will be applied to everybody [who rents out 

suites through Airbnb]," he said in an interview. 

"And, two, it's a direct tax that Airbnb takes care of. It's not like we're going to have to remit it. It

could be a pain in terms of bookkeeping if you had to remit it yourself, but Airbnb takes care of 

all of it." 

Mr. Haberstroh added he declares the money that stems from his suite, and his insurance 

company is well aware the unit has been rented out through Airbnb. 
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Visit Article HERE!

https://beta.theglobeandmail.com/news/british-columbia/tourism-vancouver-considering-extending-hotel-tax-to-airbnb-suites/article26201201/?ref=http://www.theglobeandmail.com&reqid=%257B%257Brequest_id%257D%257D


NEW MEMBER 
SPOTLIGHT 

KRISTIE LESAGE 

THE SUTTON PLACE HOTEL 

VANCOUVER

I am an avid skier and runner, I enjoy 

Vancouver for both of those activities. I 

recently competed in the Boston Marathon 

2017 and it was an experience of a lifetime. I 

also enjoy traveling and exploring with every 

opportunity I can get to sneak away from the 

office. 

How did you hear about MPI?

Why did you join? 

What are you hoping to gain from being a MPI member?  

I joined because I have been a member with PCMA for about 3 years from living in the US and 

going to school in Michigan which was very close to Chicago and we have a very strong Greater 

Midwest Chapter. When I moved to Vancouver the roles seemed to be reversed and MPI BC 

Chapter was a lot stronger so I figured it would beneficial to be a member of both 

organizations. 

I heard about MPI originally when I was at 

Ferris State University completing my 

degree in hospitality management. I didn’t 

officially attend an MPI event until moving 

to Vancouver. 

I would like to become involved with the board, 

obtain my CMP designation and attend as many 

networking opportunities as possible 

Fill out the new member 
questionnaire to be featured in our 

newsletter! 
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
IS CHANGING EVENTS  Julius Solaris

EventMB

Today there is a lot of talk in the event industry about Artificial Intelligence. Find out how 

artificial intelligence is changing events, why you should care and what you should consider

when evaluating AI for your future projects. 

So, what’s all this fuss about Artificial Intelligence? Should you care? What’s in it for your event? 

Let’s find out! 

There is a lot of talk in the event industry about Artificial Intelligence. Everybody is excited 

about chatbots and the potential they have. And it’s correct, the level of investment in AI is 

massive. The opportunities are endless. But you, dear event planners, have many things to think 

about and we don’t want to add confusion to your very organized to do list. 

What I want to do for you today is clear some of your doubts and tell you what you should 

consider when evaluating AI for your next event. 

Why You Should Consider AI For Your Events 
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The major benefits at the moment for implementing artificial intelligence technology for 

events are the following: 

Speed up lines 

Save on temporary staff costs

Why AI for Events?

How?
How are you going to implement Artificial intelligence at your next event? Mainly by use of 

mobile event apps. Our research says that 25% of event apps on the market offer some level of 

AI. 

In other cases, you may want to use more expensive face recognition technology, which may 

increase costs. If you plan large events, this one is for you, if you plan more intimate meetings, 

you may want to ignore this one for now.

Untap marketing opportunities for large events 

Improve the security of your event 



Chatbots are the most accessible way to implement AI at your event. We are more and more 

used to talking to our Alexa, Google Home, Apple Homepod – we ask questions to SIRI, Cortana 

every day. Now think about the power of asking questions about your event to your phone (by 

chatting or by voice) and getting targeted information. 

That’s value, my friend. Nobody wants to be bothered with going through 100 screens to find 

where that next session is going to be. We want specific information, now. Not in 2 minutes 

time. 2 minutes in an event is an eternity. The biggest benefit is the ability to save on recurring 

questions made to your temp staff and using chatbots intelligently instead. 

AI is a data goldmine. Especially when it comes to making sense of data. What about finally 

having smart information about the marketing opportunities in our event. What about 

knowing that if someone purchased a ticket, someone else in their network may be interested 

because an algorithm found that out for you. 

But also think about offering smart recommendations to your exhibitors about who they 

should meet on the show floor, with 50,000 attendees in attendance. 

The deep learning component of AI is the one that predicts and offers intelligence that can be 

immediately activated in an event. 

Another interesting use of AI is the ability to recognize faces and get data about attendees. 

This can be used to your advantage if you want to speed up check in at large events. Scanning 

a face can be very accurate and cross referenced with social media profiles to speed up access. 

Many large music festivals are now using facial recognition to randomly scan attendees and 

identify potential terror threats, one of the most pressing issues for event professionals today. 

We are just at the beginning of the Artificial Intelligence revolution in events. More great things 

are to come. In the meanwhile keep yourself informed, ask your suppliers what are they doing 

about it and how you can use it strategically to deliver value to your attendees. 

That’s it for me today, If you enjoyed this video, I demand you give us a like, it would mean the 

world. Also subscribe to get some more great content. 
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Chatbots

Security and Lines 

In Conclusion

Visit Article HERE!

Marketing 

http://www.eventmanagerblog.com/how-ai-is-changing-events-video
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The community of Meeting Professionals International (MPI) is the largest, most vibrant single 

audience of meeting and event professionals in the world. With 18,500 members across the 

globe, the MPI community offers a world of opportunity to make your brand voice heard. 

The MPI BC Chapter community is 200+ member strong and comprised of powerful decision- 

makers in the meeting industry with buying power of $133 million.  We have the following 

advertising and sponsorship opportunities available. We invite you to take advantage of 

getting your brand connected to our vibrant community. 

For more information on advertising and sponsorship opportunities, please contact ontact 

our Partnership and Advertising Team at partnerships@mpibcchpater.com

Click here to learn more about becoming a Sponsor!

ADVERTISING &  

SPONSORSHIP 

EXPLORER

https://www.eply.com/Sponsorship201520161516222
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MPI SCHOLARSHIPS 
AND GRANTS

It's the mission of the MPI Foundation to fund education and pan- 

industry research that drives the success of meeting professionals. 

This happens most directly through scholarships to MPI members. 

Membership Scholarships

Professional Development Scholarships

Read more about these great 
opportunities HERE!

Available for new MPI members. 

Covers the cost of a Preferred MPI membership for one 

year. 

Only available to current MPI members in good standing. 

Funding available towards all MPI Academy courses 

(including CMM, HMCC, Experiential Event Series, Meetings 

Essentials, Basics Boot Camp, and more!) 

Only available to current MPI members in good standing. 

Conferences available for funding each year include: WEC, 

EMEC, IMEX America and IMEX Frankfurt. 

Conference Scholarships

http://www.mpiweb.org/docs/default-source/foundation-library/2017-scholarship-info.pdf


EVENT SITE 
SELECTION Joan Eisenstodt

Meetings Today

Each meeting, and the circumstances under which it is created, is different. There is no one- 

size-fits-all site selection checklist. 

The checklist I use for clients, excluding demographic and day-by-day meeting details, is easily 

15 pages long. The responses to the questions asked in the RFPs (requests for proposal) are used 

to develop site inspection checklists and to determine what will be included in the contract. 

Site selection (of a hotel, convention center, conference center or other venue) and the 

information gleaned form the basis for our recommendations and contract contents.

10 areas of site selection to question and learn 
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1. Safety and security of people and property
No matter how great the meeting content is or how stunning the venue, if people and property 

are not safe, nothing else will matter. Start with these questions and expand to include guest 

room and other safety concerns related to the specifics of your particular group.

How many AEDs are on property and in what location? 

How many staff members per shift are trained in CPR? 

Are there landlines in guest and meeting rooms to notify security of emergencies? How 

quickly can they respond? 

What are evacuation procedures from each area of the hotel? 

When was the hotel last fully inspected for building safety? What were the results? What new 

efforts has the hotel put in place? 



It is possible your organization or company cannot meet in a hotel with non-U.S. owners, or in 

one with owners who are competitors of your company. It is the one area I consistently see 

unchecked by planners. Even if there isn’t a dispute that results in legal action, the name of the 

owner, the management company and the brand (flag) are critical to learn. (Follow the news so 

you know who may merge with whom, as this can greatly affect hotel procedure.) 

2. Owners, brand and management company 
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3. Competition for space and attention
Other groups or events in the hotel, or the city, can interfere with your group’s ability to operate 

smoothly, to secure additional space or the availability of off-site venues or services—think a city- 

wide event while your 100-person meeting seeks ground transportation—or to have the full 

attention of the CSM. It’s easier to adjust your planning needs if you calculate this information 

ahead of time before selecting the site. 

What groups are already contracted over the dates desired or proposed for your meeting in 

the venue and destination? 

What other events are going on in the city or the venue immediately before, during or 

immediately after your dates? 

When will a convention services manager (CSM) be assigned? How many other groups will 

that person manage at the same time? 

4. Staff and Staffing
Long ago, we could be sure that those who worked in a hotel (or other venue) were employees 

of that entity. No more. Many positions are outsourced and the reporting structure, though you 

will be told it’s seamless (and it may be), may not be appropriate for your group. 

Understanding that the hotel hires people reflective of your group’s participants will help you 

meet potential diversity guidelines of the meeting sponsor. 

Are all staff employed by the owner, brand or management company, or are some services 

outsourced, and if so, which ones? 

For how long have line and management staff worked in this property? 

What percentage of the staff—and in what roles—are members of minority groups? Does the 

company provide fair wages? 

How are staff  (“internal guests”) treated? 

Who owns the hotel and where are the owners incorporated?

What is the management company name?

Under what flag (brand) does the hotel fly?

What is known about an anticipated change of ownership, management company or brand? 



We select sites based on what we know will work for our meetings. After providing our 

program and design needs, we expect the venue, in return, to explain to us how they will meet 

those needs and what, if any, charges there will be for doing so. 

Moreover, we want a hotel that knows how to be as creative and smart in the use of space as 

we are! 

5. Meeting space and meeting sets 
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6. Labor
Everyone has an opinion about union labor. Even if workers are not organized for collective 

bargaining, they will work under agreements. To plan based on possible contingencies, know 

history and deadlines up front. 

Which staff are organized for collective bargaining? When are their contract renewal 

deadlines? 

What is the history of labor (organized or other) contract negotiations? Are any contracts 

up for renewal or adjustment? 

In the destination, what workers have contract deadlines within six months on either side 

of your meeting dates? 

What meeting rooms will be confirmed in the contract for our use?

If any, what are the charges for furniture use and/or regular and unconventional set ups of 

rooms and other spaces?

If additional furniture is needed, is it secured by the hotel at no charge to the group?

Do you use Dr. Paul Radde’s book Seating Matters to maximize room sets and content 

delivery? 

Continue reading the 10 areas 
of sight selection HERE!

https://www.meetingstoday.com/Article-Details/RegionID/0/ArticleID/28027


Make sure to follow MPI British Columbia Chapter on social media! Find out 

about all of our amazing events, keep up with industry trends, and get the scoop 

on exciting chapter news!

Visit our Facebook Page HERE!

Visit our Linkedin Profile HERE!

Visit our Instagram HERE!

Got feedback for our social media and newsletter? 

communications@mpibcchapter.com

FOLLOW MPI 

BRITISH COLUMBIA
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Visit our Twitter Page HERE!

https://www.facebook.com/MPIBC/
https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/1421210/?pathWildcard=1421210
https://www.instagram.com/mpibcchapter/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/mpibcchapter?lang=en


AWARENESS

IS THE

GREATEST

AGENT

FOR CHANGE
Ekhart Tolle
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